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Back off, Burry! Advisors not buying into ‘Big Short’ fund
manager’s bearish call

Michael Burry

Burry's $1.6 billion bet on Wall Street collapse has been branded 'carnival barking' by a guy who 'got just one
thing right, once.'

August 17, 2023 By Gregg Greenberg     

Investor Michael Burry, who famously predicted the 2008 housing market crash and later was played by Christian Bale in the movie “The Big Short,” has bet

more than $1.6 billion on a Wall Street collapse, according to an SEC filing this week.

Burry is apparently going all-in, or close to it, on his bearish wager. His Scion Asset Management fund purchased $866 million in put options against the S&P

500 index and $739 million in put options against the Nasdaq 100 index. Taken together, Burry’s bets add up to more than 90% of his portfolio.

The S&P 500 is up 15.5% year-to-date, while the Nasdaq 100 has soared 36.5% so far in 2023.

Burry’s status on Wall Street rose following his profitable speculation on the 2008 subprime mortgage crisis that resulted in the collapse of a number of major
financial institutions. His fame on Main Street resulted from his profile in the Michael Lewis bestseller “The Big Short: Inside the Doomsday Machine,”

which was later adapted into a film.

But while Burry’s “Big Short” call has put him in the spotlight, a number of financial advisors caution investors against blindly following his lead simply because he
made one correct bet, no matter how “big” it was.

Kashif Ahmed, president of American Private Wealth, for one, wishes he had “a nickel for every one-hit wonder” hedge fund manager or strategist who made a
major market call and lived to tell about it.

“Just like Meredith Whitney, Burry got just one thing right, once. That does not mean he has any special skills giving him correct insight every time,” Ahmed

said, adding that Burry’s latest short play is merely “carnival barking to try to remain relevant.”

Along those lines, Dean Tsantes, certified financial planner at VLP Financial Advisors, believes Burry is still “milking the fame” he received from his housing
prediction and should be “taken with a grain of salt.”

“He is wildly successful, but I think he should stop trying to predict market crashes and use his influence to teach more sound ways to invest and not try to frighten
investors with continued doom-and-gloom predictions which are usually wrong,” Tsantes said.

Learn more about reprints and licensing for this article.
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